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Introdwtion 
Let A be an integral domain and let X be an indeterminate. We call A 
quasinormal if the natural map Pit A+Pic Al[X, X-l] is an isomorphism. The 
quasinormality of rings was studied in H. Bass-M.P. Murthy [l], S. Greco (31 and 
D.E. Rush [6]. The purpose of the present article is to add some new results on 
quasinormal rings as remarks to the above works. The quasinormality of rings is 
closely related to the seminormality of rings, which has been well studied, e.g., 121, 
171, [8]. In particular, A is seminoirmal if A is quasinormal. Moreover. dl is 
seminormal if and only if A is (2,3)-closed (cf. (21). It is thus natural to ask whlellher 
or not such a closedness-type criterion of quasinormality exists. T. Asanuma 
introduced the notion of tr-closedness (cf. 1.8) and proved that, if dim A = 1, A is 
quasinormal if and only if A is seminormal and u-closed. The purpose of the first 
section is to look for a relationship between the quasinormality and the u-closed- 
ness. Our results are given in Lemma 1.10 and the Corollary 1.11. As a consequence 
of these results, we prove the above theorem of Asanuma (cf. 1.13 and 1.14). 
In studying the quasinormality of rings, an obstruction is that the quasinormality 
is not a ‘global-to-local’ property. Namely, even if A is quasinormal, A is not 
necessarily quasinormal for a prime ideal p of A, However, it is a ‘local-to-global’ 
property. Namely, A is quasinormal provided A, is quasinormal for every prime 
idal p of A, We call a ring A locally quasinormal if A satisfies the last condition. 
We give, in the second section, some conditions for A to be locally quasinormal. 
A main result is Theorem 2.12. As a corollary we prove that A is locally quasinormal 
if and only if A is seminormal nd locally or-closed (cf. 2.13). 
The first author expresses his gratitude to Professor T. Asanuma, who pointed 
out to him a significance of the u-closedness in studying quasinormal rings. 
0, Notation and convcntlon 
In this paper, all rin s are assumed to be commutative with wk. Let A be a ring 
(x)22-404Y/84/$3,00 ~7 1984, Elsevier Science Publishers t&V, (North-Hollnnd) 
and let X be an indeterminate. We employ the fallowing notations: 
.& the integral closure of A in its total quotient ring, 
h(A): the number of the connected components of Spec A, 
A(‘): a Laurent polynomial ring A [X, X” ], 
U(A): the group of units of A, 
MU(A): the cc~ernel of the natural map U(A)-*U(A(‘)), 
MPic A; the cokernel of the natural map Pit A +Pic A(? 
MU and MPic are the covariant functors from the category of rings to the 
category of groups. If IQi : A-43 is a homomorphism of rings, we denote by MPic(@) 
the corresponding homomorphism. 
Suppose A is a subring of B; A CB by notation. Then we denote by c(B/A) the 
conductor of A in B. 
1. Quasinormal rings and the wclosedness 
We begin with defining the quasinormality in a relative case. 
1.1. Definition. Let B be a ring and let A be its subring. We say that A is 
quasinormal in B if the natural map A4Pic A -+MPic B is injective. 
1.2. Remark. Note that if B is an integrally closed omain we have MPic B =0, i.e., 
B is quasinormal (cf. [ 1, Corollary 5. lo]). Hence an integral domain A is quasi- 
normal if and only if A is quasinormal inA. 
1.3. Lemma. Let A c BC C be rings. Then: 
(1) If A is quasinormal in C, then so is A in B. 
(2) If A and B are quasinormal in B and C, respectively, then so is A in C. 
The proof is easy. 
1.4. Lemma. Let A c B be integral domains and assume that A is quasinormal in
B. Then A is seminormal in B. 
roof. Let A(‘] denote a polynomial ring over A in one-variable and let NPic A 
denote the cokernel df the natural map Pit A -+Pic A[‘]. Similarly, we define 
NPic B and we shall prove that the natural map NPic A-+NPic B is injective. This 
implies that A is seminormal in B (cf. [4]). Look at the following commutative 
diagram with exact rows: 
O-PicA- Pit AtI1 -NPicA-0 
O- Pit A ------+ Pit A(‘) -MPic A-O 
where cr,t and ?A are the natural maps. Since crA is injective (cf. 81, Theorem 6,3]), 
it follows that rA is also injective. We have the following commutative diagram: 
NPicA ’ u NPic B 
MPic A E. MPic B 
where f and g are the natural maps. Since rA and rg are injective, we know that 1: 
is injective if f is injective. 
1.5. Hereafter in this paper, we assume that A and B are integral damainsl such that 
B is a birational, integral extension ring of A. 
1.6. Lemma. Assume that A is seminormal in B and that B is a finite cl-module. 
Then we have an exact sequence: 
O+h” +Z” *MPic A-+ MPic A/I@MPic B, 
where I= c(B/A), n = h(A/I) and m = h(B/I). 
Proof. The pull-back diagrams 
A-B A(‘) - B (1) 
A/I-B/I A/I”’ -B/I”’ 
give the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequences 
l.J(A)-*U(A/I)@U(B)~U(B/I)+Pic A+Pic A/I@Pic B+Pic B/J 
and 
U(A(‘))+ U(A/I(“)o U(B(*))--+ U(B/I(‘))*Pic A(‘) 
--) Pit A/I(‘)@ Pit B(l) -+ Pit B/I(‘) 
(cf. [S, Theorem 3.31). There exists a (up-to-down) natural map from each term in 
the abcve sequence to the corresponding term in the sequence below. Thus produc- 
ing a commutative diagram with two sequences coanected by the natural maps, we 
obtain an exact sequence: 
MU(A)-+MU(A/I)@MLJ(B)+MU(B/I)+MPic A 
--+MPic A/I@MPic B. 
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Since A and B are integral domains, we have MU(A) zMU(B)aZ. On the other 
hand, since A is seminormal in B, it follows that I is a radical ideal of B (cf. [7, 
Lemma 1.31). Hence A/I and B/I are reduced rings. Thus we have MU(A/I)zH” 
and MU(B/I) s Zm (cf. [l, Proposition 5.121). Therefore, the last exact sequence 
induces the required exact sequence. 
1.7. Recall that A is (2,3)-closed in B if every element b of B with b2, b3 E A 
belongs to A. It is well known that A is seminormal in B if and only if A is (2,3)- 
closed in B (cf. [2, Theorem 11). As an analogy of this characterization, it would 
be natural to look for a closedness-type criterion of quasinormality of A in B. As 
an attempt, T. Asanuma introduced the notion of u-closedness which is defined as 
follows: 
1.8. Definition. We say that A is u-closed in B if every element b of B such that 
b2 - b E A and b3 - b2 E A belongs to A. If A is u-closed in A, we say that A is u- 
closed. 
1.9. We say that C is a finite intermediate ring between A and B if C is a ring with 
J4 c CC B and C is a finite A-module. 
1.10. Lemma. Assume that A k seminormal inB. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent to each other: 
(1) A is u-closed in B. 
(2) For every finite intermediate ring C between A and B, we have 
h(A/I) = h(C/I), where I= c(C/A). 
(3) For every finite intermediate ring C between A and B, the map 
MPic(n)@MPic(z) : MPic A +MPic A/I@MPic C 
is injective, where 
is an injection. 
I= c(C/A), x: A-A/I is the canonical surjection and r:A-,C 
Proof. Since the equivalence of (2) and (3) follows easily from Lemma 1.6, we have 
only to prove the equivalence of (1) and (2). First assume that A is u-closed in B. 
Suppose that there exists a finite intermediate ring C between A and B such that 
h(A/I) c h(C/I), where I = c(C/A). Then we can choose an idempoent element p in 
C/I but not in A/I. Let b be an element of C such that p= b (mod I). Then p2 =p 
implies that b 2-beA and b3-b2EA. However we have b@A because /&A/I, 
which is a contradiction. Conversely, assume that the condition (2) holds. Suppose 
that there exists an element b in B but not in A such that b2 - b E A and b3 - b2 E A. 
Let C= A[bJ and I= c(C/A). Then C is a finite intermediate ring and, as is easily 
seen, we have b 2-bEI. Letp=b(modI)EC/I. Then b2-btzIimpliesj?2=#?, i.e., 
p is an idempotent element of C/I. Since b $ A we have p @ AH, and hence it follows 
that h(A/I) c h(C/I). This is a contradiction. 
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Corollary. Assume that A is quasinormal in B. T!jen A is u-closed in B. 
roof. Let C be an arbitrary finite intermediate ring between A and B. Since A is 
quasinormal in B, so is A in C by Lemma 1.3. Hence the natural map MPic A-+ 
MPic C is injective, a fortiori, the map MPic A-NPic A/l@NPic C is injective, 
where I= c(C/A). Therefore the assertion follows from Lemmas 1.4 and 1.10. 
For a later use, we note the following 
1.12. Lemma. Let I be an element of Pit A(‘) such that I@& B is extended from B, 
i.e., there exists an eIement b of Pit B such that I& B Q b& B(l). Then thlete 
exists a finite intermediate ring C betu*een A and B such that I&? is extended 
from C. 
This lemma is easily ascertained. 
1.13. Theorem. Let A be a one-dimensional domain and let B be a bitational, in- 
tegral extension ring of A. Then A is quasinormal inB if and onIy if A is seminormal 
and u-closed ia B. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.4 and Corollary I. 11, it suffices to prove the ‘if’ part. By 
Lemma 1.12, we may assume that B is a finite A-module. Let I= c(B/A). Then 1 
is a radical ideal of B because A is seminormal in B. Hence A/I is a reduced Artin 
ring, and it follows that MPic A/I= 0. By Lemma 1.10, we know that the natural 
map MPic A+MPic B is injective. 
1.14. Corollary (T. Asanuma). Let A be a one-dimensional domain. Then A is 
quasinormal if and om’y if A is seminormal nd u-closed. 
2. Locally quasinormal rings 
2.1. We keep the hypothesis in the first section. Thus A c B are integral domains 
and B is a birational, integral extension ring of A. Then we set the following 
2.2. Definition. We say that A is locally quasinormal in B if A, is quasinormal in 
BP for every prime ideal p of A. We say that A is locally quasinormal if A is locally 
quasinormal in A. 
In studying locally quasinormal rings, Theorem 1.8 in [6] plays an important role. 
For the sake of convenience, we state it as a lemma without giving a proof. 
a. Let A be an integral domain and let {A,, 1 A E A} be a farniiy of d 
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tegral domains contained in the quotient field of A such that A = n, En AA. Then 
th I natural map MPic A+ n, _, MPic Al is injective. 
2.4. Definition. We say that A is locally u-closed in B if A, is u-closed in BP for 
every prime ideal p of A. 
2.5. Lemma. Let A be a subset of Spec A such that A = Bn(n,,, Ap). Then: 
(1) If A, is quasinormal in BP for every element p of A, then A is quasinormal 
in B. 
(2) If A, is u-closed in BP for every element p of A, then A is u-closed in B. 
Proof. (1) Look at the following commutative diagram: 
MPic A f b MPic B 
> 
----+MPic B x g fl MPic BP 
PEA > 
where f, g, @, w are the natural maps. Since A, is quasinormal in BP for every ele- 
ment p of /i, it follows that g is injective. On the other hand, Lemma 2.3 implies 
that # is injective. Therefore, we know that f is also injective. 
(2) Let b be an element of B with b2 - b, b3 -- b2 E A. Let p be an element of /i. 
Since A,., is u-closed in BP, we have b E A,,. Hence we have b E Bn (n,,, AP) = A. 
2.6. Corollary. Assume that A is locally quasinormal (resp. locally u-closed) in B. 
Then A is quasinormal (resp. u-closed) in B. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.5. 
2.7. Lemma. Let S be a multiplicative subset of A. If A is locally quasinormal (resp. 
locally u-c!osed) in 3, then S-IA is locally quasinormal (resp. locally u-closed) in 
S-‘B. 
The proof is easy. 
. In the rest of this section we assume that A is a Noetherian domain and that 
B is a birational, finite extension ring of A. 
2.9. a. (1) A is locally qu 
BP for every element p of AssA 
ormal in B if and only if A, is quasinormal in 
(2) A is locally u-closed in B I!f and only if A, is u-closed in BP for every element 
p of AssA B/A. 
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roof. We have A=B~I((~,,,, A,), where n = AssA B/A. Hence the assertion 
follows easily from Lemma 2.5. 
2.10. Lemma. Assume that AssA B/A has no embedded prime ideals. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent to each other: 
(1) A is locally quasinormal in B. 
(2) A is seminormal nd locally u-closed in B. 
(3) A is seminormal inB and there exists only one prime ideal P of B lying over 
p for every element p of AssA B/A. 
Proof. (1) =) (2). This follows from Corollary 1.11, Corollary 2.6 and Lemma 1.4. 
(2) * (3). Let p be an element of Ass* B/A. We shall prove that there exists only 
one prime ideal P of B lying over p. Let I= c(B/A) and let I” = IA,. Then wle have 
I’= c(Bp/Ap). Since A is seminormal in B and AssA B/A has no embedded prime 
ideals, it follows that I is a radical ideal of B and Ip=pAp. Thus we have 
h(A&,) = 1. Since A, is u-closed in BP’ we know that h(B,/I,) = 1 by Lemma 
1.10. Note that BP/& is a reduced Artin ring. Hence it follows that BP/I,, is a field, 
i.e., Ip =pA, is a maximal ideal of BP. This shows that BP is a local ring, and hence 
there exists only one prime ideal P of B lying over p. 
(3)* (1). By Lemma 2.9, it suffices to show that A, is quasinormal in f$ for 
every element p of AssA B/A. Let p be an element of AssA B//A. Then there exists 
a unique prime ideal P of B lying over p. Since A is seminormal in B and ,p is a 
minimal element of AssA B/A, we have PA,= PB, = c(B,/A,). Therefore, by 
Lemma 1.6, we know that the map MPic A, +MPic A,/pA,@MPic BP is injec- 
tive. Note that MPic A,/pA, =0 because A,/pA, is a field. Therefore we know 
that the map MPic A,, *MPic BP is injective, i.e., A, is quasinormall in Bc,. 
2.11. Since A is Noetherian and B is a finite A-module, Ass, B/A is a finite set. 
Let ni = { PE Ass, B/A 1 ht psi} and let Fi = Bn(n,,,,, Ap). Then we have the 
following finite sequence of intermediate rings: 
where d = max{ ht p 1 p E ASSA B/A} (cf. [S]). It is easy to check that As+, Fi_ 1 /Fi = 
{ qA,n& 1 q E AssA B/A and ht q = i}, and hence that As+ & 1 /Fi has no I 
embedded prime ideals. 
Now we are ready to state the following 
2.12. Theorem. Let A be a Noetherian domain and let B be a birational, finite exten- 
sion ring of A. Let B = F0 > F, > l ‘9 > Fd = A be the sequence of intermediate rings 
defined in 2.11. Then the following conditions are equivalent to each other: 
(1) A is locally quasinormal in B. 
(2) For every i, Fi is locally quasinormal in Fi_ 1. 
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(3) For every iz Fi is seminormal nd locally u-closed in Fi_ 1. 
(4) For every i, Fi is seminormal in Fi_ 1 and there exists only one prime ideal P 
of Fi_ 1 lying over Q for every element Q of Assfi Fi__ 1 /Fi. 
Proof. Since Ass6 Fi_ l/Fi has no embedded prime ideals, we know by Lemma 
2.10 that the conditions (2), (3) and (4) are equivalent o each other. Hence it suf- 
fices to prove the equivalence of (1) and (2). 
(1) * (2). Let Q = qA4 nF;: be an element of Assfi Fi_ I /Fi, where q is an element 
of AssA B/A with ht q = i. Then we have (Fi_ & = (Fi_ & and BQ = BP’ Since A, is 
quasinormal in B4’ we know by Lemma 1.3 that A, = (Fi)Q is also quasinormal in 
(Fi_ l)Q. Since Q is an arbitrary element of AssFi Fi_ 1/Fi, it follows by Lemma 2.9 
that Fi is locally quasinormal in Fi _ 1. 
(2) =, (1). Let q be an element of AssA B/A. We shall prove that A, is quasi- 
normal in l& Consider the sequence Bq = (FO)$ (F,), I .*. z> (Fd)q = A,. Since Fi is 
10cally quasinormal in Fi_ 1, we know by Lemma 2.7 that (Fi), is also locally 
quasinormal in (Fi_ &. Hence it follows from Corollary 2.6 that (Fi)q is quasi- 
normal in (Fi_ l)q. Therefore, by Lemma 1.3, we see that (F& = A, is quasinormal 
in (FO& = I$. By Lemma 2.9, we know that A is locally quasinormal in B. 
2.13. Corollary. Let A be a Noetherian domain and let B be a birational, integral 
extension ring of A. Then the following conditions are equivalent to each other: 
(1) A is locally quasinormal in B. 
(2) ,4 is seminormal and locally u-closed in B. 
Proof. (1) * (2). This follows from Corollary 1.11, Corollary 2.6 and Lemma 1.4. 
(2) * (1). By Lemma 1.12, we may assume that B is a finite A-module. Let 
B=Fo>Fl>ae=~Fd=A be the sequence defined in 2.11. Let Q=qA,nFi be an 
element of Ass4 Fi_ 1 /Fi, where q is an element of AssA B/A with ht q = i. Then 
we have A, = (Fi)QC (Fi_ & = (Fi _ 1)Q C I$ = BQ. Since A is seminormal and locally 
u-closed in B, we know that A, is also seminormal and locally u-closed in B4’ 
Hence it follows from Corollary 2.6 that A, is xminormal and u-closed in B4. This 
implies that (Fi)Q is seminormal and u-closed in (Fi_ &. Since Q is an arbitrary 
element of AssFi Fi_ l/Fit it follows from Lemma 2.9 and Theorem 2.2 in [8] that 
Fi is locally u-closed and seminormal in Fi_ 1. By Theorem 2.12, we know that A 
is locally quasinormal in B. 
. In concluding this paper, we prove the following theorem as an application 
of Corollary 2.13. Recall that 14 is n-root closed in B if every element b of B with 
b” E A is contained in A. 
Let A be a Noetherian domain and let B be a birational, integral 
extension ring of A. Let n 12 be a positive integer. Assume that A contains afield 
k which has an element 4+ 1 with en = 1. If A is n-root closed in B, then A is 
locally quasinormal in B; hence A is quasinormal in B. 
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roof. By Corollary 2.13, it suffices to prove that A is seminormal anId locally 
u-closed in B. Let a be an element of B with a’, a3 E A. Then we have a” E A; hence 
aeA because A is n-root closed in ~9. This shows that A is (2,3)-closed in B and 
it follows that A is seminormal in B. We shall prove that A is locally u-closed in 
B. Let p be a prime ideal of A and let b be an element of BP such that b2 - 6, 
b3 - b2 E A,. Suppose that be A, and let C= A,[bj’. Then we have b2 - b E I, where 
I= c(C/A,). Consider the residue rings A,/IC C/I and let /? = b (mod I). Then p is 
an idempotent element of C/I. Hence, letting a = Tp + (l-p), we have cP = 
r”B+ (1 - p) = 1. Note that A, is n-root closed in C, and hence so is A,/Z in C/I. 
Therefore, we know that a = ({ - I)/?+ 1 E A/I, and it follows that (r - 1)b E A,. 
Since { - 1 is a unit of A,, we have b E A,, which is a contradiction. Thus the asser- 
tion is verified. 
2.16. Remark. Let the rings A and B have the same meaning as in Theorem 2.15. 
Consider the following five conditions: 
(1) A is integrally closed in B. 
(2) A is n-root closed in B. 
(3) A is locally quasinormal in B. 
(4) A is quasinormal in B. 
(5) A is seminormal in B. 
Summarizing the results stated in this paper we have the following implications: 
(1) * (2) * (3) * (4) * (5). 
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